This chapter of the Design Concept Report provides an overview of the planning, design, and public
involvement process used to develop, design, assess, and then narrow the range of alternative street
designs for the Broadway Improvement Project. This process ultimately led to the selection of the
preferred CTF recommended Baseline Design Concept for Broadway.

The Broadway Project’s Planning and Scoping, Preliminary Design Development, and Recommended
Design Concept phases provided extensive opportunities for the public to inform and shape the resulting
improvements. The project technical team developed a process for the project that was guided by a
Context Sensitive Solutions approach and the International Association of Public Participation (IAP2)
‘collaborate’ level of public participation, and incorporated applicable recommendations from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency’s Guide to Sustainable Transportation Performance Measures.

Context Sensitive Solutions is a way of planning and designing of streets to better serve their community,
environmental, and transportation contexts. As defined by the Federal Highway Administration:

The project was guided through a transparent and open public process spearheaded by a Citizen's Task
Force (CTF) formed of thirteen members representing neighbors, business interest, special needs groups
alternate mode users (represented by a member of the Tucson-Pima County Bicycle Advisory Committee
(BAC)), regional users, the Tucson Planning Commission and, the Tucson Citizen Transportation Advisory
Committee (CTAC). The CTF worked hard over a three-year period with the project team to evaluate
appropriate alignment and cross section widths for Broadway Boulevard. By the time the Baseline
Alignment Concept and the Technical Design Parameters were adopted by the Mayor and Council, the CTF
had 37 meetings of the full committee and 5 subcommittee meetings, all of which have been open to the
public. Early in the project, 1 field trip was coordinated to allow the CTF an opportunity to travel the
corridor together with the project team. Additionally, five large scale community-wide meetings have been
held at critical junctures of the project. Listed below is a synopsis of the public input that has been
received so far.

Context sensitive solutions (CSS) is a collaborative, interdisciplinary approach that involves all
stakeholders to develop a transportation facility that fits its physical setting and preserves scenic,
aesthetic, historic and environmental resources, while maintaining safety and mobility. CSS is an
approach that considers the total context within which a transportation improvement project will
exist.1
A specific document that was referenced during the planning and design of the Broadway Project is
Designing Walkable Urban Thoroughfares: A Context Sensitive Approach2, which was published by the
Institute of Transportation Engineers in 2010.

The Broadway Improvement Project is one of an on-going set of street improvement projects in Tucson
that uses a way of planning, conceptualizing, assessing, and deciding what sort of improvements should be
made to a street so that it can better serve all users while also positively contributing to the communities
that travel along it and that it passes through. This approach works within a framework of engineering
guidance and standards, and laws and codes found in the Arizona Vehicle Code, the Manual of Uniform
Transportation Control Devices (MUTCD), the AASHTO “Greenbook” (the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials’ A Policy of Geometric Design of Highways and Streets), and the
standards of the City of Tucson Transportation Department. There is some flexibility in the details of street
design to provide opportunities to better meet a range of goals for all users and to allow the street to
provide transportation, aesthetic, and environmental benefits to the community.

1

http://contextsensitivesolutions.org/content/topics/misc/about/
2 http://library.ite.org/pub/e1cff43c-2354-d714-51d9-d82b39d4dbad
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A series of reviews kept the sponsoring agencies involved in the development of the design, and ensured
that the project met the needs and interests of the respective agencies and the general public. Tucson
Mayor and Council meetings provided the action and direction on this Design Concept Report.

The Broadway Boulevard Citizens Task Force (CTF) was formulated to advise the Department of
Transportation and the Mayor and Council on any modifications to the 1989 Mayor and Council approved
8-lane roadway alignment. The Regional Transportation Authority provided policy parameters to the
process, citing the 2005 RTA Board policy that any project modifications ‘not diminish the functionality of
the project as originally envisioned’ by their technical and citizens committee. Mayor and Council
empowered the Task Force to be creative in their design and to be inspired by the U.S. EPA’s Guide to
Sustainable Transportation Performance Measures3.

3

http://www2.epa.gov/smartgrowth/guide-sustainable-transportation-performance-measures
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The CTF consists of a maximum of 13 members, as follows:
 4 members representing neighborhoods along Broadway in the project area, appointed by the







Director of Transportation with input from Council Wards 5 and 6.
4 members representing business interests along the Project Corridor, appointed by the Director of
Transportation with input from Council Wards 5 and 6.
1 member representing the Tucson Citizens Transportation Advisory Committee (CTAC), appointed
by the CTAC Chair.
1 member representing alternative modes of transportation, appointed by the Tucson-Pima County
Bicycle Advisory Committee.
1 member representing special needs, appointed by the Director of Transportation with input from
the Commission on Disability Issues (CODI).
1 member representing regional interests, appointed by the Regional Transportation Authority
(RTA).
1 member representing the Tucson Planning Commission, appointed by the Director of
Transportation.

(a) Any modifications to the 1989 Mayor and Council approved-roadway alignment to widen
Broadway Boulevard along the Project Corridor to six lanes and providing two additional dedicated
transit lanes and alternate mode facilities and enhancements;
(b) Complex roadway design cross section and features;
(c) Land use and urban design plans for properties within and near the project boundaries.
Citizens Task Force members spent over 150 hours in 37 public Task Force meetings, 5 large-scale
community-wide meetings, and 5 meetings with property and business owners over a 35-month period.
Approximately 1,784 comments were gathered through the Planning and Design phase leading up to the
approval of the Baseline Alignment Concept and Technical Design Parameters. Public input was gathered
and documented through 63 Calls to Audience recorded in Citizens Task Force meeting summaries (307
comments) and comment cards collected (68 comments); through the community-wide meeting reports
1,184 comments/forms); business and property owner meetings meeting summaries (97
comments/forms); the March 2015 comment period regarding the refined General Alignment (225
comments/forms); and, in the Public Input Report (260 comments).
The Task Force then synthesized the performance objectives that supported their assessments of the
various cross section and alignment alternatives that were designed and assessed through the process.
Using these performance objectives, a series of alignment variations were explored to achieve a preferred
alternative that best met these objectives.

The CTF approved their refined Mission Statement at their August 30, 2012 meeting:
The Broadway Boulevard CTF has been formed by Mayor and Council to work with the Project Team
to evaluate and select alternatives and develop stakeholder supported recommendations regarding
the project:
 roadway width and location of any widening to the north and/or south of the current
roadway,
 roadway cross-section and back-of-curb streetscape designed for all users and modes of
transportation, and
 an overarching context-sensitive street design addressing the relationship between the
street and its adjacent development and uses.
Task Force members will help provide effective communication between the neighborhoods,
businesses, and stakeholders they represent and the Broadway Boulevard Project Team.

The Citizens Task Force was charged, by the Tucson Mayor and Council, to advise the Department of
Transportation and the Mayor and Council on:
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Early in the project, the Task Force agreed to use a consensus-based decision making process. Their
consensus approach allowed for continuum of responses when making critical decisions as opposed to
strictly yes/no answers. This approach is more conducive to cohesive group dynamics while at the same
time enabling an individual decision processes. The consensus model requires a large amount of
information and understanding by each participant, and informed decisions cannot be made without
generation of information (e.g.; multiple design concepts and analyses) by the project team.
Decisions were then made using a “Consensus Decision Continuum,” a series of five positions available to
each Task Force member which they could use to register their opinion of the final group decision. These
ranged from positions that were most supportive to least supportive:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I can say an unqualified ‘yes’ to the decision.
I find the decision perfectly acceptable. It is the best of the real options available to us.
I can live with the decision; however, I am not especially enthusiastic about it.
I will stand aside and not block the decision; I do not fully agree and need to register my views.
I do not agree with the decision and feel the need to block the decision being accepted as
consensus.
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Leading up to the adoption of the Baseline Alignment Concept and Technical Design Parameters, the Citizens Task Force held 37 full committee and 5 subcommittee meetings. The following lists the major topics or presenters
at each meeting; agendas, presentations, and summaries for these CTF meetings can be found at the project website (www.broadwayboulevard.info/past-meetings)
Meeting #1 (June 20, 2012)
 Broadway Project Overview and Task Force Information
 Overview of Context Sensitive Solutions Planning
 Discussion of Upcoming Citizens Task Force Meeting Dates
Meeting #2 (July 26, 2012)
 Broadway Task Force Mission
 Lessons Learned from Grant Road Task Force Members
 Broadway Task Force Process
Meeting #3 (August 30, 2012)
 RTA Presentation
 Land Use & Planning Presentation
 Broadway Traffic Studies and Analyses
 Vision and Goals Framework
Meeting #4 (October 4, 2012)
 City Attorney’s Office Presentation on Open Meeting
 Message from Vice Mayor Steve Kozachik
 Chair and Vice Chair Elections
 Review/Approve Listening Session Draft Report
 Vision and Goals Worksheet
Meeting #5 (October 18, 2012)
 Functionality and Performance Measures
 Broadway Traffic Studies and Analyses
 Transit, PAG’s High Capacity Transit Study, and Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT)
Meeting #6 (November 8, 2012)
 Existing Conditions Draft Report – land use, urban form, and
significant & historic structures
 Multimodal street cross section design exercise
Field Trip #1 (November 10, 2012)
 Lunch/General Discussion of Project, Modernism Week Design
Charrette, and November 8, 2012 Hands-On Cross Section Map
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Activity
 Field Trip Overview and Goals
 Bus Tour Field Trip of project area
 Debrief and discussion
Meeting #7 (November 15, 2012)
 CTF Bylaws
 Broadway Project Public Participation Plan
 Mayor and Council Study Session
 Drafting Vision and Goals Framework
Meeting #8 (December 13, 2012)
 Approve CTF Bylaws
 Acquisition process discussion
 Southern Arizona Transit Advocates presentation
 Pedestrian and Bicycle System presentation (Tucson Department
of Transportation and Living Streets Alliance)
Meeting #9 (January 17, 2013)
 Regional Planning Efforts: Imagine Greater Tucson
 2/28/2013 Community-wide Meeting format
 Vision and Goals format
 Broadway Public Participation Plan
Meeting #10 (February 7, 2013)
 City Wide Planning Efforts: Plan Tucson
 Broadway Project Schedule, the Public Participation Plan
 2/28/2013 Community-wide Meeting format
 Draft Vision and Goals Framework
Meeting #11 (March 21, 2013)
 RTA MainStreet Business Assistance Program
 Results from 2/28/2013 Community Input Meeting
 Project Planning and Design Schedule and potential acceleration

 Endorse Public Input Report for Community-wide Meeting #2

(2/28/2013)
 Finalize Draft Vision and Goals
Design Charrette #1
Meeting #13 (May 21, 2013)
 Draft “Transportation” Performance Measures
 Qualitative Assessment of Example Cross Section Concepts
 Initial Cross Section Concepts
Meeting #14 (May 23, 2013)
 Draft “Non-Transportation” Performance Measures
 Qualitative Assessment of Example Cross Section Concepts
 Updated Initial Cross Section Concepts
 Updated Transportation Performance Measures
Meeting #15 (May 30, 2013)
 Potential Cross Sections and Performance Assessments
 Discussion of September Public Meeting #3
Meeting #16 (June 20, 2013)
 Future Broadway Corridor High Capacity Transit Improvements
 Potential Cross Sections and Performance Assessments
 Endorse a Representative Set to Move Forward into Review by
Stakeholder Agencies
Meeting #17 (July 25, 2013)
 Update on Ronstadt Transit Site Redevelopment and Downtown
Links Project
 Draft Performance Measures and Assessment Methodology
 Draft Assessment of Lane Configuration Alternatives, Cross Section
Elements, and Street Cross Section Alternatives
Meeting #18 (August 22, 2013)
 Revisions to materials presented at July 25, 2013 CTF Meeting

Meeting #12 (April 18, 2013)
 Revised Planning and Design Schedule
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performance assessments
Design Charrette #2
Meeting #19 (October 21, 2013)
 CTF TakeAways from 9/26/2013 Public Meeting and 9/27/2013
Business and Property Owner Open House
 Public Input on Potential Cross Section Concepts and Performance
Measures from 9/26/2013 Public Meeting # 3
 Project Funding, Project Schedule and Tasks
 Continued Discussion of Public Input
 Performance Measure Assessment Methodologies
 Other Studies of Particular Interest (e.g.; Parking, etc.)
Meeting #20 (October 24, 2013)
 Cross section alternatives refinements and/or selection
 Suggested alignment options, performance assessment
methodologies, & schedule
Meeting #21 (December 5, 2013)
 Feedback from Stakeholder Agencies on CTF October Charrette
decisions
 Overview of Broadway Revitalization White Paper
 Parking and access management issues information
 Update on analysis of selected alternatives
Meeting #22 (January 23, 2014)
 Charrette format and schedule refinement
 Historic significance of Broadway Project Area
 Local business support
 Initial Draft Broadway Revitalization White Paper
Meeting #23 (February 6, 2014)
 Discuss/approve Sunshine Mile Bond Project CTF letter of support
 ADA compliance and universal design
 Initial analyses of design approaches and other tools to help
mitigate property impacts and acquisitions
Design Charrette #3
Meeting #24 (February 25, 2014)
 Phoenix light rail implementation presentation
 Street Design Concept Alternative
 Performance Measure Assessment – review of VISSIM and other
2.4
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Meeting #25 (February 27, 2014)
 Design Charrette working session
Meeting #26 (March 6, 2014)
 Street Design Concept Alternatives and Performance Measure
update
 CTF hands-on work ranking performance measure priorities,
discuss Street Design Concept Alternatives, and suggest
refinements to materials
Meeting #27 (March 7, 2014)
 CTF Discussions and Decisions: Design concepts, performance
measure assessments, and Vision and Goal Statements to advance
to Public Meeting #4
 Schedule and proposed format for Public Meeting #4
Meeting #28 (April 30, 2014)
 Staff Technical Advisory Committee recommendations
 Upcoming presentation to the Mayor and Council
 Water harvesting and green streets presentation (Watershed
Management Group)
 Review and Discuss: Revised 4-Lane and 6-Lane drawings and
vignettes
 Potential approaches for public meeting
 Set Public Meeting #4 date, format, presentation materials, and
survey(s)
 Discuss standard meeting organization and agenda structure
Meeting #29 (May 22, 2014)
 Presentation by TDOT Director Daryl Cole
 CTF Discussion and Considerations regarding May 6, 2014 Mayor
and Council Meeting
 Discussion/Endorsement of materials (drawings/information) to
be presented at Public Meeting #4, and possible meeting approach
Subcommittee Meeting #1 (June 4, 2014): Open House Subcommittee
 Design, prepare, and approve CTF Presentation for June 12, 2014
Open House

Subcommittee Meeting #2 (June 10, 2014): Open House
Subcommittee
 Design, prepare, and approve CTF Presentation for June 12, 2014
Open House
Meeting #30 (July 17, 2014)
 Overview of 6/12/2014 Open House Public Input Report
 CTF “Take Aways”/Report Out from Open House
 Recommendations for moving forward
 Discuss Initial Transit Enhancement Design
Subcommittee Meeting #3 (July 30, 2014): Business & Property Owner
Meetings Subcommittee
 Nomination of Chair
 Design and preparation of presentation for August 7th CTF
Meeting
Meeting #31 (August 7, 2014)
 CTF discussion on transit
 CTF Report/Discussion: Broadway Business & Property Owners
Meetings
 CTF discussions and recommendations block-by-block analysis of
map variations
Subcommittee Meeting #4 (August 25, 2014): Transit Subcommittee
 Gather information and explore transit, including: pros and cons of
various transit options to share at the August 26, 2014 Charrette
Meeting #32 (August 26, 2014)
 CTF Transit Subcommittee report out
 Initial Corridor Development Concept selection and
recommendations
Meeting #33 (August 28, 2014)
 Initial Corridor Development Concept selection and
recommendations
Meeting #34 (October 23, 2014)
 CTF discussion regarding Mayor and Council Meeting
 Discussion of Technical Design Phase
 Discuss refinements to 6-Lane Design Concept
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Meeting #35 (March 19, 2015)
 Discussion/Decisions regarding moving 6-Lane Including Transit
Baseline Refined forward: refinements made; public comment
period; design considerations; CTF Recommendations to Mayor
and Council
Meeting #36 (March 26, 2015)
 Discussion/decisions regarding moving 6-Lane Including Transit
Baseline Refined forward: review 3 options for baseline alignment,
including 1) a new “starting small” approach, 2) new approach

submitted by Gene Caywood, and 3) the staff-recommended; CTF
discussion regarding preferences on trade-offs using performance
measures; and, discuss/develop CTF recommendations for moving
a baseline alignment and strategic parameters for design
modifications forward

Meeting #37 (May 7, 2015)
 CTF “Take Aways”/Report Out from 4/23/15 Open House
 CTF Decisions: recommendations to Mayor and Council – approve
forwarding design and baseline alignment recommendations

Subcommittee Meeting #5 (April 16, 2015): Design-Open House
Subcommittee
 Discuss April 23, 2015 Open House details (including preparations
to date and progress on the CTF-Recommended Alignment map,

The Department of Transportation, with input from the other two funding agencies, formed a Technical
Advisory Committee. Members included staff from the following City of Tucson departments:
Transportation (including the City Engineer, deputy director overseeing transit operations, Sun Tran director,
Park Tucson director, transportation multi-modal planners, traffic engineers, landscape architect, utilities
coordinator); the City Manager’s Offices of Real Estate, of Economic Initiatives, and of Integrated Planning;
Planning and Development Services; Environmental Services; Fire; General Services; and, Police.
Representatives from the following agencies were also involved: Pima County Department of
Transportation; RTA; Tucson Unified School District; and, The University of Arizona.
Members of the TAC met 4 times during the planning, scoping, and conceptual design phases of the project
to review recent concepts and provide technical input to the Project Team and through them to the Citizen
Task Force. Smaller groups and individual meetings were held more frequently to address specific issues or
design considerations, such as exploring the access management and parking impacts along Broadway, and
developing information and materials for property owners and business owners in the project area.

As mentioned above, a multitude of public involvement and input opportunities were provided throughout
the planning and design process, starting with Calls to the Audience during the first Citizen Task Force (CTF)
meeting on June 20, 2012. The last public input opportunity described in this Design Concept Report was at
the Mayor and Council hearing at which they approved the project’s Baseline Alignment Concept on June 9,
2015. This section summarizes these opportunities, some further detail about input received through these
is provided later in this document, and documents compiling and summarizing public input can be found
through the Broadway Project website at www.broadwayboulevard.info/past-meetings.
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room layout, CTF role, event logistics, displays)

Members of the public were able to publicly address the CTF for up to 3 minutes at a time during two Call to
the Audience opportunities at nearly every CTF meeting; some meetings were in a “study session” format
which had one Call to the Audience. Speakers were required to submit a participant card, and participants
were called in the order that cards were received. CTF members could not discuss or take action on matters
raised, though they could ask the Project Team to review an item. Calls to the Audience were recorded in
CTF meeting summaries and can be found online. In total, 63 Calls to Audience were offered, resulting in 307
comments.

A total of five Business and Property Owner Meetings were held in during the previous stages of the project.
The purpose of these meetings was to inform property and business owners who were located alongside the
Broadway project area about the planning and design process and what they could expect as the project
moves towards construction, and to gather their input. The meetings were by invitation only and were
primarily designed to meet business representatives from the Broadway Citizens Task Force and from the
Sunshine Mile Business Association; to provide comments regarding the project alternatives under
consideration; and give the project team feedback about which tools were considered the most important
and useful for the respective business or property owner. The meetings are discussed in some additional
detail in other sections of this document, and they occurred on the following dates:
 September 27, 2013: This open house occurred the morning after a larger public wide workshop; the

meeting included a summary presentation of the materials included in the previous night’s workshop,
and overviews of MainStreet’s role as the project moves forward and a description of the property
acquisition process.
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 July 23 and 31, 2014: These meetings provided business and property owners (each meeting was for

“one half” of the project area to the east and west of Campbell) with an overview of the project
design status, the opportunity to ask questions of a range of agency staff and Task Force members
representing business interests. The CTF formed a subcommittee to prepare a summary of these
meetings that was presented at a full CTF meeting.
 March 2 and 3, 2015: These meetings were similar in format with the July 2014 meetings, providing
property owners in two subareas of the project study area to review the latest design concepts. In this
case they were provided with survey forms to respond to as well.

2. What characteristics in the Broadway Boulevard project area should be changed?
The most common small group discussion topics were improvements to the street, development,
improved bicycle and pedestrian pathways and facilities, and more transit and more options for
transit. Comments submitted on the comment form for Question 2 supported the input received
through the small group discussion. These comments indicated a desire to change: bus pullouts, left
turn light (east-west) at Tucson/Broadway, local widening for bus stops, bike traffic, blight due to lack
of investment, lack of sidewalks, unattractive power and telephone lines, and lack of high-capacity
rapid transit.
3. What do we fear and hope for in the Broadway Boulevard project area?

The following sections provide a summary of the format and public input from the five public meetings –
listening sessions, open houses, and workshops – that took place during the planning and design process
that led to the baseline alignment for the Broadway Boulevard Project. Detailed reports for each of the
meetings can be found on the project website, see each section below for a link.

The most common hopes listed were a safe environment for all users; green infrastructure to water
trees and provide beauty and shade; “doing things right the first time”; medium-density
development; and a transit-oriented focus.
The most common fears listed included the construction of an 8-lane highway that “robs the area of
character and charm”; unnecessary spending/higher taxes; long project timeline; and lack of access
to the downtown and easy access.

This Public Listening Session was held immediately following the first meeting of the Broadway CTF, with
approximately 57 people in attendance; and is summarized in a detailed Public Listening Session Report.4or
through). The public Listening Session sought the following: community input about the project and about
the Broadway Boulevard project area; the community vision for the future of the street and the area;
transparent dialogue regarding the improvement project; and all voices at the table heard in a collaborative
manner.
Three questions were asked of participants. The small group discussion results from this question were
compiled, along with answers to a survey that was distributed at the meeting, into a list of all comments
generated through the discussion:
1. What characteristics in the Broadway Boulevard project area should be preserved?
These comments were then categorized according to area of interest or topic. The most common
topics mentioned were Businesses, Historic Properties, and Community Character, Neighborhoods
and Housing. Comments submitted on the comment forms for Question 1 reinforced the input
received through the small group discussion. These comments included support for preserving the
historic built environment, the variety of small local businesses and services, east-west traffic,
neighborhoods, and small businesses.

Figure 2.1: Small group discussions

Public Meeting #2 was attended by about 200 people. The meeting was intended to assist the Citizens Task
Force (CTF) and project technical team in finalizing the draft Vision and Goals that would guide overall

4

The report can be found at http://www.broadwayboulevard.info/past-meetings.
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roadway design decisions; and is summarized in a detailed Progress Report and Community Input Event
Report.5
In total, 151 comments were collected, including written comments made on display boards; written
comments on the Public Input Wall; filled-out comment cards; a letter, and video booth comments.
Some clear themes emerged from the comments:





Desire for no widening of Broadway.
Desire for Broadway to be a destination, for neighborhood residents and Tucsonans.
Appreciate Broadway’s existing character, especially the character of the architecture along it.
Desire for an environment that is more supportive of alternate modes, such as walking and bicycling,
and all users in general.

Additionally, small businesses, aesthetics, and bus pullouts were the subject of many comments.
Themes shared by the CTF members at the end of the meeting based on their conversations with attendees
echo the themes stated above, and included two additional themes not reflected in the written and video
comments gathered during the open house:

Public Meeting #3 was attended by approximately 215 people; and is summarized in a detailed Planning
Update and Community Workshop Report.6 Of the 169 (78%) who left their address information, GIS shows
that 132 (78%) of these participants live within one mile the Broadway project.
The goals of this meeting included to discuss and solicit public input on priorities for performance measures;
preferences for performance and design of the street; providing a range of opportunities to provide input,
allowing people to ask questions and learn about the project progress to date, and the performance
measures and street cross section design alternatives; and general contribution to the public participation
process.
The format of the workshop involved 18 small group tables with 8-10 participants guided by a facilitator; see
Figure 2.3. The workshop was divided into two main activities: Exercise 1, which sought input on
performance measures, and Exercise 2, which sought input on 9 conceptual street sections. Details of the
input from the exercises is provided in Chapter 4 of this report. The following summarizes key inputs.

 “make a decision soon,”
 Make sure the roadway design and construction is “done right”.

Figure 2.3: Facilitated small groups at work

The top three performance measures selected were non-transportation measures. The top selected
measure was Historic and Significant Buildings. The next two were Economic Potential and Visual Quality;
these seem to be the most open to interpretation in terms of definition and are also two of the measures
whose assessment is more qualitative than quantitative at this point in the design and evaluation of the
performance measures, see further discussion of these measures below.
Figure 2.2: Stakeholder reviewing map display

5

The report can be found at http://www.broadwayboulevard.info/past-meetings.
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The top three cross sections identified were the narrowest in terms of right-of-way width; although the
tables’ discussions of why they made these selections was not always based on width. Several of the highly
selected cross sections did not perform that well for the top performance measures identified in the first
6

The report can be found at http://www.broadwayboulevard.info/past-meetings.
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group exercise. This suggested a preference, by many, for a narrow section, and its higher ranking for
avoiding impacts to Historic and Significant Buildings despite the poorer performance in other categories
such as Pedestrian and Bicycling Environment. Minimizing the perception of change in the street design
seems to have been a high, but often unstated, priority.

The following is a summary of some key findings from the public input:
 Importance of Driving on Broadway: while 90% of respondents said that they drive every day, only


Some groups mentioned the potential for conversation of six-lane alternatives into four-lane plus transit
lane alternatives.
One of the most important aspects of the design of context sensitive streets is the balancing of various
transportation and non-transportation goals for the reconstruction of an urban street. This is particularly the
case for urban streets with existing development that is valued by members of the community.



The most discussed tradeoffs were among transportation aspects of the Broadway design (such as
pedestrian environment, bicycle environment, the transit measures, and traffic movement) and more placebased aspects (such as historic and significant buildings, visual quality, and economic potential).
Tradeoffs among transportation modes included:



 Traffic movement vs. multi-modal mobility

Other tradeoffs discussed in the small groups
 Preserving existing business and buildings vs. potential for new growth
 Cost vs. more multi-modal features
 Doing it right vs. not doing it at all



45% gave vehicles the highest priority for space within the future street.
Low Transit Use but Desire for Improvement: over 80% of respondents rarely or never ride transit on
Broadway. People felt that more frequent service and more comfortable transit stops would
encourage them to rider transit.
Most important issues to address in the street design: The primary concerns mentioned by survey
respondents were ‘Community Character and Economic Performance’, ranked highly by more than
80% of respondents, and ‘Multimodal Transportation Performance’, ranked highly by about 70% of
respondents. When asked about more detailed performance issues and those that “must absolutely
be addressed”, transportation performance was checked most frequently with bicycle and transit
modes being indicated most, and historic/significant building impacts was the second most frequently
checked.
Alignment and cross section preferences: Responses to questions about number and type of lanes
and alignment remained quite diverse at this workshop, which communicates the difficult decisionmaking and tradeoffs inherent in the most important performance issues for participants. A narrower
cross section facilitates an alignment that minimizes impacts to historic and significant buildings, but a
wider alignment does a better job of providing a better multimodal street.
Funding: Funding viability was also a performance issue mentioned by many respondents and several
responses expressed a need for clarity regarding funding mechanisms and RTA funding requirements
similarly related to potential design alternatives that limited roadway width.

Public Meeting #4 was attended by about 245 people; and is summarized in a detailed Planning Update and
Public Open House Report).7 The goal of the public meeting was to gather input that could be used by the
CTF and the project team to identify one or two project design approaches that could be advanced into
more detailed design and analysis and help inform the ultimate project design recommendation to the
Tucson Mayor and Council.
The workshop occurred in an open house format with six stations organized to communicate the project
planning and design timeline and work products, as well as describing the next steps that would lead to the
recommended design concept. A nine-page comment form was provided to the attendees and just over 140
forms were returned, a nearly 60% response rate which is quite high for this type of input opportunity. The
project team compiled all responses and prepared a detailed analysis of the input for the CTF.
Figure 2.4: Reviewing alignment and cross section concepts

7

The report can be found at http://www.broadwayboulevard.info/past-meetings.
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Pubic Meeting #5 was attended by about 260 participants; and is summarized in a detailed Planning Update
and Public Open House Report.8 The meeting provided a planning update and open house designed to
present the Citizens Task Force baseline alignment and design recommendations that were unanimously
approved at their March 26, 2015 meeting to the general public. The CTF then had the opportunity to review
the public input prior to finalizing their baseline alignment design recommendations that will be presented
to Mayor and Council for adoption in June 2015.

Figure 2.5: Reviewing the CTF Baseline Alignment

In total 299 comments were recorded at the open house, submitted through comment cards, easel pads,
formal letters, post-it notes left on the alignment and “video booth” videos (please see the Appendix for a
complete listing of all comments as well as transcriptions). These comments covered a broad array of topics,
ranging from expressing support for the CTF-Recommended Baseline alignment to offering further design
considerations.

A project website for the Planning and Design phase was established in early 2012 at
www.tucsonaz.gov/broadway and was available as a resource throughout the project. Meeting minutes,
report summaries, presentations, and other relevant information were posted on a consistent basis. Since

8

October 19, 2015 a new project website for Design and Construction has been established at
www.broadwayboulevard.info and will continue to provide project information as the project progresses.

A number of presentations providing an overview of the project and allowing questions and answers, as well
as comment, were given by City staff. The following is a list of the various groups that requested and were
provided these informational presentations:







Broadmoor-Broadway Village
Casitas on Broadway Senior Housing Complex
Council House Senior Housing Complex
Miles Neighborhood
Sam Hughes









Arizona Chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers
Arizona Chapter, Southern Arizona Branch of the American Public Works Association
First Assembly Church of God Board
Old Pueblo Business Association
Real Estate Advisory Council to the Tucson City Manager
Sustainable Tucson
Southern Arizona Leadership Council Infrastructure Committee

 Regional Transportation Authority Citizens for Accountability and Regional Transportation (CART)






Committee
Regional Transportation Authority Technical/Management Committee (T/MC)
Tucson Pedestrian Advisory Commission
Tucson Transit Task Force
Tucson-Pima County Bicycle Advisory Committee
Tucson-Pima County Historic Commission

The report can be found at http://www.broadwayboulevard.info/past-meetings.
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In addition to the public meetings and CTF meetings throughout the planning and design process for
Broadway, meetings and hearings held by the decision-making bodies – the Tucson Mayor and City Council
and the Regional Transportation Authority Board – also provided opportunities for public input. Table 2.1
provides a timeline of these meetings and hearings, and a summary of each body’s input or actions taken.

These comments have been documented in a Public Input Report that has been provided to CTF members in
their meeting packets and has been made available to the public through the project website. The Public
Input Report compiled 260 comments made through these avenues; a copy of the Public Input Report will
soon be posted on the project website, along with the input reports from the community-wide public
meetings, to, http://broadwayboulevard.info/past-meetings. Additionally, during March 2015, 225
comments were collected primarily via email during a multi-week comment period focused on a proposed
refined General Alignment concept entitled the “Staff-Recommended Alignment”.

Board or
Commission

Summary of Input or Action

RTA Board

‘No Diminishment of Functionality’

Meeting
Date
June 14,
2012

Tucson Mayor
and Council

Empower Citizens Task Force to use creative design during their process
(kick-off on 6/20/12)

June 19,
2012

Tucson Mayor
and Council

Direct CTF to use U.S. EPA’s ‘Guide to Sustainable Transportation
Performance Measures’

September
19, 2012

Tucson Mayor
and Council

Approval of funding agreement reallocating Right-of-Way funding
previously received from RTA to Planning and Design funding

November 7,
2012

RTA Board

Approval of funding agreement approved by Tucson M&C

December 6,
2012

Tucson Mayor
and Council
Pima County

Tucson Mayor
and Council
Tucson Mayor
and Council
Tucson Mayor
and Council
RTA Board
Tucson Mayor
and Council
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Encourages staff to emphasize in communications with the public that
alternatives to the project scope will be reviewed and can be built as
part of project
County Administrator confirms that, to be eligible to use the 1997 bond
funding, the Broadway design scope approved must match the bond
project description: a ‘6- or 8-lane’ project
Staff and CTF’s recommendations presented regarding alignment
alternatives to take to the June 12, 2014 community-wide meeting;
Council upholds CTF recommendations to present the 4-lane alternative
and to remove the 6-lanes + 2 transit lanes alternative from
consideration

December
18, 2012
October 10,
2013

May 6, 2014

October 9,
2014

Approval of a 6-Lane General Alignment Map
Approval of funding agreement to obtain $1.5 Million in design funding
from RTA and contribute $1 Million in City impact fees to advance design
and begin Real Estate efforts (not acquisition)
Approval of revision to RTA Administrative Document to change project
scope to ‘six travel lanes with bus pullouts, where appropriate, to meet
project functionality’; and, Approval of funding agreement
Public Hearing and approval of the Baseline Alignment Concept and
Technical Design Parameters

November
18, 2014
December
11, 2014
June 9, 2015

November 13, 2015

